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ABSTRACT 

Recent changes in the scholastic system in Poland, i.e cutting the secondary upper school from 4 to 3 years, show 

how such "reforms" can influence in a non-desired way teaching curricula, in particularly in exact and sequential 

sciences like Physics. As far as the basis, i.e. Newton’s laws remained unchanged, the most dramatic cuts touched 

more advanced courses, like Electromagnetism. Some textbooks treat this subject in a very formal way, 

introducing vector algebra and integrals, other are much detailed in graphical explanations. In some books the 

whole magnetism is treated as a kind of “apparent phenomenon”, using Einstein’s special relativity theory and 

shrinkage of electrical charges in movement, with no mentioning magnets, electromagnets, Faraday’s induction 

law and so on. We try to numerate "the minimum" notions – necessary steps which can not be removed if a 

secondary school curricula on electromagnetism should remain a valid didactical unit.     
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POLISH STANDARDS IN PHYSICS EDUCATION FOR SECONDARY UPPER SCHOOLS 

 

The Polish education standards in Physics for the secondary upper school, issued by the Ministry of 

Education describes as the contents of teaching the following issues: Interactions in the nature, Type of 

interactions in micro and macroworld, Fields of forces and their influence on the motion.  

 

In the process of teaching Physics in the secondary upper school the teachers have to relate strictly the 

new contents to the knowledge already acquired by pupils in the gymnasium. It is absolutely necessary, 

because the students learn Physics only four hours over the whole lyceum cycle. The standards in 

Physics education list, for example, the following student achievements:   

1. The observations and descriptions of Physics and Astronomy phenomena. 

2. Planning and demonstrations of Physics experiments and simple astronomical observations, writing 

and analyzing the results.  

3. Plotting and interpreting graphs. 

4. Adaptation of Physics knowledge to explaining the functioning of technical devices and machines. 

To get these achievements it is necessary to do many experiments during the physics lessons. The best 

way is if the students prepare everything alone or with help of teacher and then present the experiments. 

 

SHORT REVIEW OF POLISH TEXTBOOK FOR PHYSICS IN UPPER SECONDARY 

SCHOOL 

 

International comparative studies, like PISA place Polish pupils in upper - middle class in mathematical 

and science abilities. In spite of this, only 4% of lyceum students choose physics for the maturity exam 
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and in common judgment, the level of students entering science faculties is simply disastrous, with 

significant gaps in reasoning and conceptual reasoning. Intense courses of basic mathematics and 

physics for university matriculates become a common practice in Poland. 

 

Similar situation were noticed previously in Dutch educational practice with students well performing 

in PISA and TIMMS tests but failing in implementing curricula requirements (Kuiper, Boersma and van 

der Akker, 2005). The authors conclude that this bivalency comes from too restrictive understanding 

curricula as 1) contents to be taught and learned and 2) goals and objectives to be achieved. Van der 

Akker points out that a more correct understanding of curricula should include also, among others, well 

defined teacher role, students activities, material and resources for teaching and learning, time 

allocation and so on (van der Akker, 2003). Here below we compare how these requirements are faced 

by some Polish textbooks. However, first fix some standards, from other EU textbooks. 

 

In German and Belgium textbooks we can find the information what is magnet, what is magnetic field, 

description of natural magnetic phenomena and technical applications of magnets. There are many color 

photos, schemes and pictures very useful for students. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The review of German textbook (Meyer, Schmidt, 2005). 
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Figure 2. The review of Belgium textbook (Tomasino, Chappuis, Meur, Montangerand, Parent, 2001). 

 

Now, let us present a typical Polish textbook for Physics, which is very often used in upper secondary 

school (Fialkowska, Fialkowski, Sagnowska, 2004). The subject of the lesson is macroscopic 

electromagnetic interactions. At the beginning the theoretical repetition from gymnasium is presented 

and a short description of Oersted’s experiment with the explanation.  

 

Then the author of the book discusses the case a coil and the shape of magnetic field lines inside and 

outside the coil. The magnetic field is similar to that from a bar magnet, and there are magnetic poles at 

the ends of the coil. Students should know where the North magnetic pole is using the right-hand grip 

rule learned in gymnasium a few years ago. Next we can read about what an electromagnet is and where 

it is applied in technics, what electrodynamic force is and how to use Fleming’s left-handle rule. All this 

is summarized on two pages. The book shows schemes but not real examples or photos.  
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Fig. 3. The sequence on magnetic interaction from one recent Polish textbook. 

 

Another example is even worse: the magnetism is reduced to the Einstein’s reactivity idea. This is 

scientifically correct, but little appealing to the practical experience of pupils.  
 

 
 

  
Fig. 4. The scheme on magnetism (Einstein’s interpretation) from another Polish textbook (Chyla,Warczak, 2003). 

 

A similar approach on teaching magnetism was presented, among others (Galili, Tseitlin, 2003). They 

made Maxwell equations the nucleus contents of teaching and Lorentz force the only interaction 

between the charge and the field. Again, this approach is scientifically correct, follows the lectures of 

Feynman and the book of Einstein and Infeld, gives a new insight into physics on the university level, 

but we find it highly unpedagogical at the early stage of school teaching. The Lorentz force, we agree, 

come from the relativistic contraction, but two macroscopic magnets interact also, and quite visibly!  

 

The general impression is that in typical Polish textbook we can find much theory and not enough 

experimental Physics, which is very important in 21st century. The textbook does not discuss the 

interaction between magnets and treats immediately the interactions between currents and magnets. 

Obviously, the equivalence between currents and magnets is scientifically correct, but from the 

didactical point of view two phenomena are introduced at once. The traditional way of teaching: 

interaction between two magnets (Gilbert 1600) → the current influences the magnetic needle 
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(Romagnosi 1802, Oersted 1817) → the current generates the field → two currents interact (Ampere) is 

much more appropriate.  

 

Taking this into account and working in European project MOSEM “Minds-On experimental 

equipment kits in Superconductivity and ElectroMagnetism for the continuing vocational training of 

upper secondary school physics teachers” (http://www.mosem.no) we propose to change the Polish 

secondary school curricula on electromagnetism. 

 

NECESSARY STEPS IN A SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULA ON ELECTROMAG-

NETISM 

 

Models and analogies are essential to the teaching of electromagnetism, because in this conceptual area 

some phenomena cannot be observed directly, but only the consequences of these phenomena can 

(Michelini, Mossenta, Testa, Viola, Testa, 2007). Based on classroom experience, which reflected 

students’ difficulties with the understanding of particular electromagnetism concepts, when presented in 

the traditional way, we first planned the selected topics in secondary school curricula on 

electromagnetism. We propose to use the active and effective methods of teaching, in which simple 

experiments on magnetism and superconductivity can be introduced at a secondary school level, in a 

European dimension. The set of experiments is a result of the exchange of ideas within “Supercomet 2” 

and MOSEM Leonardo da Vinci EU projects. 

 

The MOSEM project offers participating schools and teachers a collection of simple, thought-provoking 

(minds-on) physics experiments. Electronic and printed support materials use text, videos and 

animations to raise the user’s curiosity. Investigating the encountered phenomenon and doing own 

research with the provided materials and other sources is expected to improve motivation and learning.  

 

The SUPERCOMET CD (Superconductivity Multimedia Educational Tool, online.supercomet.no)  

consists of six modules. The list of developed modules is as follows: 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The main menu of SUPERCOMET CD. 
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List of key experiments in MOSEM proposal: 

 

1. Cartesius experiments with floating magnets. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The floating magnets in Cartesius experiment (Descartes,  

2001). 

 

 

2. Interaction of magnets. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Interaction of 5 magnets on a stick. 
  

Fig. 8. Interaction of 2 magnets in a plexi tube. 

 

3. Line forces.  

4. Compass as indicator of line forces. 

5. Current as the source of magnetic interaction (Oersted experiment). 

6. Forces on currents (Pohl’s experiment). 

7. EM engines. 

8. Induction with moving magnets. 

9. Induction with rotating coils  – AC current generators.  
  

The materials comprise a teacher seminar with hands-on activities combined with the use of interactive 

animations, text and video presenting electromagnetism and superconductivity with an accompanying 

teacher guide. The materials are translated/adapted and tried out at schools in 15 European countries. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Combining hands-on investigative experiments with critical questioning, interactive animations, videos 

and theoretical explanations allows for minds-on learning of electromagnetism and superconductivity at 

the level of upper secondary school. The real experiments are very useful for pupils in secondary 

school. This contribution compares learning outcomes of real or computer aided experiments with 

outcomes of animations and simulations about electricity and magnetism and electrical conductivity 

(Konicek, Mechlova, 2006).  

 

In conclusion, present construction of curricula in Poland persists in reductive understanding of them as 

“students should know”, “student should be able”, without giving the material means for teaching and 

education pathways.   
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Finally, this study gives also another national insight into the discussion if the curricula should be “top-

down”, i.e. imposed by experts or “bottom-up”, created from the practice of best teachers (Galili,  

Tseitlin, 2003). The present disastrous situation in teaching Physics in Poland is largely caused by an 

excessive “bottom-up” scenarios, in which every single editor can register its own curriculum as 

approved for the national level. This makes difficult to find “a common denominator” for student 

entering university and creates significant difficulties at the university level. However, as shown by the 

most recent (June 2008) practice from the Polish Ministry of Education (MEN), this is again not the 

case – the new platform (http://www1.reformaprogramowa.men.gov.pl) is completely abstract, even if 

in theory prepared by experts. In gymnasium no electromagnetic induction is taught, in the lyceum – no 

electromagnetism at all! 
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